ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Network Address Translators are an important component for a majority of Internet Protocol (IP) networks today. Current IP networks are predominantly based on IPv4 technology, and hence various NATs have been originally designed for these networks. A network address translator a box that interconnects a local network to the public internet, where the local network runs on a block of private IPv4 addresses [1] . In the original design of the internet architecture, each IP address was defined to be globally unique and globally reachable. In contrast, a private IPv4 address is meaningful only within the scope of the local network behind a NAT and as such, the same private address block can be reused in multiple local networks, as long as those networks do not directly talk to each other. Instead, they communicate with each other and with the rest of internet through NAT boxes. It is worth pointing out that in the recent years many efforts were devoted to the development and deployment of NAT traversal solution, such as simple traversal of UDP (User Datagram Protocol) through NAT (STUN) [2] , traversal using relay NAT (TURN) [3] , and Teredo [4] , to name a few. Theses solution removes obstacles introduced by NATs to enable an increasing number of new application deployments. A new effort in this direction is NAT traversal through tunneling NATTT [5] . Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [15] is a protocol developed as a subset of Internet Protocol veMyon 6 (IPv6) to support mobile connections. MIPv6 [6] allows a mobile node to transparently maintain connections while moving from one subnet to another [9] . The Mobile IPv6 protocol takes care of binding addresses between Home Agent (HA) and Mobile Node (MN). It also ensures that the Mobile Node is always reachable through Home Agent. Dual Stack Mobile IPv6 (DSMIPv6) is an extension of MIPv6 to support mobility of devices irrespective of IPv4 [7] and IPv6 [8] network. The impact to IPv4, which changes IP address semantics, provide ample evidence , since now coming time MIPv6 are in progress so need of network address translation traversal and detection on Dual Stack implementation of mobile IPv6 [10] . NEPL (NEMO Platform for Linux) [11] is a freely available implementation of DSMIPv6 for Linux platform. The original NEPL release was based on MIPL (Mobile IPv6 for Linux) [12] . Without the support of NAT Detection and Traversal module in DSMIPv6, the mobile node will not be able to move freely from IPv6 network to IPv4 network or vice-versa. Connectivity also breaks at the time of switching from one network to other will be accomplished by this research and how NAT behave in common protocol like TCP [13] and UDP [14] .
NAT TRAVERSAL AND DETECTION MODULE

Module Name & Functionality
NAT (Network Address Translation) is the translation of an Internet Protocol address (IP address) used within one network to a different IP address known within another network. One network is designated the inside network and the other is the outside. In DSMIPv6 the mip6d daemon should bypass NAT, when Mobile Node is behind NAT device in IPv4 Foreign Link. 
Files used
Process Description
NAT detection is done when the initial Binding Update message is sent from the mobile node to the home agent. When located in an IPv4-only foreign link, the mobile node sends the Binding Update message encapsulated in UDP and IPv4, this is handled in xfrm.c file. The mip6d daemon adds xfrm policy/state for UDP encapsulation for BU packet. When the home agent receives the encapsulated Binding Update, it compares the IPv4 address of the source address field in the IPv4 header with the IPv4 address included in the IPv4 care-of address option. If the two addresses match, no NAT device is in the path. Otherwise, a NAT is detected in the path and the NAT detection option is included in the Binding Acknowledgement. The Binding Acknowledgement, and all future packets, is then encapsulated in UDP and IPv4. Note that the home agent also stores the port numbers and associates them with the mobile node's tunnel in order to forward future packets. This is handled in ha.c file. The mip6d daemon adds the xfrm polices/states for UDP encapsulation of BA and IPv6/IPv4 data traffic. Upon receiving the Binding Acknowledgement with the NAT detection option, the mobile node sets the tunnel to the home agent for UDP encapsulation. Hence, all future packets to the home agent are tunneled in UDP and IPv4. If no NAT device is detected in the path between the mobile node and the home agent then IPv4/IPv6 data traffic is not UDP encapsulated. A mobile node will always tunnel the Binding Updates in UDP when located in an IPv4-only network. Essentially, this process allows for perpetual NAT detection. Similarly, the home agent will encapsulate Binding Acknowledgements in a UDP header whenever the Binding Update is encapsulated in UDP. This is handled in mn.c and xfrm .c file. The mip6d daemon adds xfrm polices/states for UDP encapsulation of IPv6/IPv4 data traffic, when NAT is detected between Mobile Node and Home Agent. 
Flow Chart
Internal Data Structure
Following are the main structures that are being used between some of the important functions in NAT Traversal and Detection. 1. struct encap_info: Description: Structure to store the source IP address and port information, once NAT is detected. File: mipv6-daemon-umip-0.4/src/nat.h Code Snippet: struct encap_info { struct in_addr src; uint16_t port;}; 2. Enum for NAT detection: Description:
Enumeration used for NAT detection.
File:
mipv6-daemon-umip-0. 
INTERNAL METHODS
Following table describe the main functions used in MIPv6d for implementation of NAT Traversal and Detection module. Various functions description, input parameter, returns value, which call them and the file in which they are stored are given in table 1.2.
EVENT TRIGGERING THE PROCESS
When MN moves in IPv4 FL, mip6d code adds xfrm policy/state for UDP encapsulation of BU and sends BU to Home Agent. This processing is handled by routine xfrm_pre_bu_add_bule. When BU is received on Home Agent side, it triggers the NAT detection called. And if NAT is detected, it pushes xfrm policies/states for UDP encapsulation of IPv6/IPv4 data traffic and BA in the kernel; otherwise if NAT is not detected it only pushes Policy/state for UDP encapsulation of BA. This processing is handled by routine ha_recv_bu_worker, which further calls routine udpencap_encap_out_traffic_start for adding UDP encapsulation of IPv6 data traffic and routine udpencap_encap_out_IPv4_traffic_start for UDP encapsulation of IPv4 data traffic. When UDP encapsulated BA is received on Mobile Node side. The mip6d checks the presence of NAT between Mobile Node and Home Agent. If NAT is detected, it pushes xfrm policies/states in kernel for UDP encapsulation of future IPv4/IPv6 data traffic. This processing is handled by routine mn_recv_ba, which further call routine udpencap_encap_out_traffic_start for adding UDP encapsulation of IPv6 data traffic and routine udpencap_encap_out_IPv4_traffic_start for UDP encapsulation of IPv4 data traffic. On Mobile Node side to flush the xfrm policies and states for UDP encapsulation, the routine called is xfrm_del_bule_dsmip, which further calls routine udpencap_encap_out_traffic_end to flush policies/states for BU and IPv6 data traffic and routine udpencap_encap_out_IPv4_traffic_end to flush xfrm policies and states for UDP encapsulated of IPv4 data traffic. On Home Agent side to flush the xfrm policies and states for 
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